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Czesky Krumlov Castle

• Baroque Castle with only surviving baroque theatre, plus multiple 
other resources

• Converted old Gestapo/Secret Police barracks into 21 Century 
Learning Centre with 32 study bedrooms

• Employes local community both for pay – tradesmen, iron workers, 
painters, etc. and volunteers – seamstresses, actors in pageants, etc.



Czesky Krumlov
• 250 Seamstresses produce baroque costumes and are rewarded with 

their own costume ball twice a year





International Learning Centre Czesky Krumlov



Czesky Krumlov

• Other development opportunities for wider community
• ‘Baroque’ restaurant in former gardener’s cottage

• Contract 3 bears from local bear keeper for ‘bear pit’

• Collaborate with Guild of Chefs to restore Baroque Menus

• ‘Baroque Illuminations’ every year – firewords and 20,000 candles

• Employ local Roma as grounds keepers

• Work closely with mayor to keep the town and castle close



Other examples: Forest lands

• ‘Community Forestry’ – traditional forest land repurposed for ‘multi-
functional foresty’ in which the social values are promoted – and 
found to be worth more than just cutting down trees.

• Abriachan Community Woodlands, Scotland

• 380 hectares forest land near Loch Ness

• A community able to access grants and build for themselves.





•Old farms no longer suitable for industrial agriculture
• “Live I fjosset”
• Norway has 100,000 old wooden barns, empty
• Barns now house cultural or education activities, 

restaurants or craft work houses



• Traditional food products –
• “Slow Food”, ‘Cittaslow’, Sustainble food production.
• European Geographic Indication 

• ‘Abroath Smokies’

• Fruit wines

• Etc. etc. etc.



Faroysk pony



Repurposing

•Native breed horses

• i.e. Faroysk ross, Islandshest, Norlands/Lyngshest, Fjordhest.

• These native breeds were bred in order to work alongside their human 
masters in wresting a living from difficult environments.  Thus their 
characteristics are distinctive from sport horses, etc. 

• Were replaced by the advent of the internal combustion engine.

• Numbers went into decline, but now growing again.

• Now being used as tourism horses, therapy horses, and increasingly, horses 
for recreation.

• Thus, they were once part of the production economy, but are now part of 
the service economy.



Reurposing examples

Maritime Cultural Heritage.

• Old Boats.

• Old knowledges of how to build and maintain them, old knowledges of how 
to sail and use them to make a living (i.e. fishing).

• Power technologies built around sail and rowing.

• Replaced by the disruptive-innovation of internal combustion engines.

• Old boats often left to rot on the shore as new designs with engines were a 
more efficient way of making a living.



examples

• Portsoy, Skottland
• Traditional Scottish Boat Festival
• Community-based tourism, attracted 16,000 people this year
• In 25th year

• Engoyholmen, Stavanger
• 18 boats/three wooden houses, much more.
• Teach after school classes to primary school kids of heritage, 

wood, fishing
• Apprenticeships for those recovering from trauma, exclusion etc. 



Scottish Traditional Boat Festival – North Sea 
Ring



Maritime Cultural Heritage

• All such technologies were surrounded by distinctive cultural 
practices, once again, driven by the opportunities and 
constraints of the economic practices that use these old 
technologies.

• Coastal Culture – boat houses, fish houses, docks and quays
• Food, language, song and dance, costume.
• Tools and technologies (can transfer to other uses) 
• Laws, practices, resource management (not just fish, but forests 

for materials, local blacksmithing, etc)



Re-purposing

• These resources and technologies are assets for the new 
learning/experiencing/life-improving services which are 
increasingly new sources of economic development.

• In particular:
• Tools and ways of working become resources for rehabilitation and 

inclusion of society’s odd ones. 
• Docks, quays and boats can be foundations of Community-based 

Tourism (felleskapturisme)
• Heritage practices and knowledges are resources for education, 

and in particular, for building local identity.



Gabrovo, Bulgaria

• Former open air theatre, abandoned after Transition

• Now being restored as a Youth Project Centre



Lidzbark-Warminski

• Bishop’s Palace now being rebuilt to house 
community food enterprises, community gardens, 
hotel, plus serious cultural heritage developments.



Jelsava, Slovakia

Old manor restoration with large community-use 
spaces, employment of unemployed Roma, etc.



Kosice Slovakia.  Former catholic manor 
restored as community resource



Nitra, Slovakia 
First ‘modernist’house in Slovakia restored as 
community resource.



The repurposing of Cultural Heritage Assets

• Cultural Heritage is not only a national asset

• It is a local asset, especially to communities who are excluded, or who 
have a passion for the asset, or who can build community or private 
enterprises in conjunction with the asset

• Financial development of this kind can deliver empowerment to 
otherwise excluded communities and may be easier than judicial 
efforts to reverse exclusion and discrimination.



• The limit is set by our imaginations!

• And the potential is as limitless as our ability to mobilize people to 
participate in public resources!


